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What is ML? 

• “the automatic discovery of regularities in data through the 
use of computer algorithms and with the use of these 
regularities to take actions such as classifying the data into 
different categories” [Bishop] 

 

• “Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that 
improve automatically through experience” [Mitchell, 1997] 

 

• Automating the process that has driven science for centuries: 

• Kepler’s laws of planetary motion 

• Newton’s laws of motion 

• … 



Example: Hand-Written Digits 

• Write a program to recognise hand-written digits 



Example: Faces 

• Write a program to recognise faces 



Example: Giraffes 

[Thomas Serre via Nando de Freitas] 



What is ML? 

• Typically: 

• Very hard to write a correct program 

• Heuristics, rules, special cases 

• E.g. based on character strokes, topology, etc 

 

• But very easy to collect examples 

• Emails, images, sales, … 

 

• Idea behind machine learning: 

• From the examples, generate the program 

• Simpler with many examples 

• w.r.t dimensionality of the data, complexity of the model 



Hand-Written Digits 

• What is the ML problem here? 

• Learn a function y = f(x): 

• Mapping from data (image) to a class (number label) 

• E.g. f(     ) = “8” 

 

• How is this done? 

• Function f: some model of the digits 

• Present model with a set of N images {x1, x2, …, xN} with known 
true solutions {y1, y2, …, yN} 

• Training: tweaks the parameters of the model 

• Testing: provide a new x’ to determine y’ = f(x’) 



Generalising 
• During training, only a small % of possible images provided 

• Want resulting f to generalise to (ideally) all cases 

• Beware of over-/under- fitting! 

• Performs well on training data 

• Poor generalisation! 



Feature Extraction 

• How to represent data? Features 

• Low level: pixels, characters, … 

• High level: objects, words, regions, … 

• Feature extraction (pre-processing) 

• (Bellman’s) Curse of Dimensionality! 

• Trade-off between 

• Expressive: accurately capture distinctions in data 

• Sparse: not need prohibitive amounts of data 

• The true magic behind ML 

• Much work in automating this 



Types of ML 

• Main classes: 

• Supervised learning: 

• Predict output y when given input x 

• Learn from labelled data: {(xi, yi)} 

• Classification: y categorical 

• Regression: y real-valued 

• Unsupervised learning 

• Learn from unlabelled data: {xi} 

• Clustering 

• Density estimation 

• Structure learning 

• Reinforcement learning 

• Learn from rewards 



Supervised Learning 



Supervised Learning 



Unsupervised Learning 



Unsupervised Learning 



Reinforcement Learning 

• Given an unknown state transition process, and an unknown 
reward process, take a sequence of actions to maximise 
reward. 

• Learn by rewards received 

• Many attempts 

• Trial and error 

• Trade-off: 

• Exploration 

• Exploitation 

 



Reinforcement Learning 



Example: Spam Detection 



Example: Speech Recognition 



Example: Face Recognition 



Example: Image Processing 

• Is there a dog in this image? 

• If there is, draw its bounding box 



Example: Image Processing 

• Deep learning – include representation learning 



Example: Robot Motor Control 



ML and Stats 

• Much in machine learning can be seen as a rediscovery of 
things from statistics 

• Also flows in the other direction 

• Emphasis is rather different: 

• Focus on prediction in machine learning vs interpretation of the 
model in statistics 

• Often refers to tasks associated with artificial intelligence (AI): 

• recognition, diagnosis, planning, robot control, prediction, etc.  

• Goals can be autonomous machine performance, or enabling 
humans to learn from data (data mining) 



Polynomial Curve Fitting 

• Simple regression problem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Goal: given a new x, predict t 

 

Training data (noisy) 

True unknown 
function: sin(2πx) 



The Learning Process 

• Assume the function is polynomial: 

 

• Note: this is a linear model (linear function of coefficients w) 

• Evaluate: 

• Use an error function 

 

 

• Learning: 

• Find the weight vector w to minimise error E(w) 

• Unique solution w* 

• E(w) is quadratic in w 

• E’(w) is linear in w 



Model Selection 

• Choosing M (polynomial order) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• For M = 9, E(w*) = 0! But goal is to generalise! 



Training vs Testing Error 

• Define root-mean-square error to compare across N: 



Adding More Training Data 

• More data 

• Less severe over-fitting 

• More complex the model we can fit 



Regularisation 

• Add penalty term to error function to penalise large weights: 

 

 

•   

• This form = ridge regression 

• λ controls relative importance of penalty term 

 

• Handle this problem in a more principled way later using 
Bayesian probability theory. 



Regularisation 

ln λ= -∞ 



The End! 

• This theme: 
• Introduction to Supervised Learning 

• Introduction to Unsupervised Learning 

• Tools to get started 

 

• Next  theme? 

 

• Material taken from: 
• Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning by Chris Bishop 

• Chapter 1, pages 1-12 

• Introductory Applied Machine Learning course notes 
• Nigel Goddard and Victor Lavrenko, Edinburgh University, Lecture 1 

• Machine Learning course notes 
• Marc Toussaint, University of Stuttgart, Lecture 1 


